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Introduction

This analysis looks at 135 New Zealand published media articles and opinion pieces on the topic
of abortion and the overturning of Roe v Wade by the US Supreme Court, as they appeared online
in the major media outlets during the period between June 25 2022 and July 9 2022.
The objective was to assess the extent to which this set of articles and op-eds, as a whole,
provided balanced coverage of both sides of the debate – consistent with the New Zealand Media
Council’s first principle of “accuracy, fairness and balance.” 1
This period covers only the two weeks following the overturning of Roe v Wade. Although not
directly a New Zealand issue, the number of published stories reveals both the media and public
interest, and the potential political implications in New Zealand following the decision.
Most of the articles obtained were based on the list provided by NZ Politics Daily, a comprehensive,
nonpartisan list of articles, columns, and analysis relating to New Zealand politics and
government, produced by the Democracy Project at Victoria University of Wellington. This list
was used to provide a neutral information source for the analysis, and to avoid any accusation of
selecting articles that leaned to one side or the other of the debate.
Whilst most articles were written by New Zealand journalists and commentators, this analysis
includes some US contributors whose work was republished on New Zealand mainstream media
platforms.
The report examines 88 News Articles and 47 Opinion Editorials (Op-Eds).
Bias towards one or other point of view in any single news piece is not in itself necessarily bad,
and an Op-Ed by its nature tends to reflect a particular position on any given issue. Problems
arise however when the totality of news coverage across all news outlets leans too strongly in one
direction or the other on that issue. This would breach the Media Council’s principle of “accuracy,
fairness and balance.”
Biases towards one direction or the other were ranked over a variety of measures; the headline
and images used, people quoted as either supporting (Pro-Abortion) or opposing (Pro-Life)
abortion, and overall bias. Articles or Op-Eds which only quoted research or data without further
commentary or opinion were deemed to be neutral.
The statistical analysis has been audited by an Emeritus Professor with expertise in research
methods and statistics.
The report was commissioned and produced by Family First New Zealand.
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Headlines & Images – News Articles

Many readers do not have time to read the entire article, and in fact may only read the headline
or see a related image. In an online environment, the headline may often be the only content
consumed and is therefore an increasingly important measure of media coverage.
On balance, most headlines examined did not seek to influence the reader.
Headlines were mostly neutral - Yes (25), No (4), Neutral (59).
However, a small bias was measured, with over one quarter (28%) of all headlines
promoting the Pro-Abortion position, but only 5% promoting the Pro-Life position.

Headlines Bias
(number)
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In summary, two-thirds of headlines were not biased, but of those that were, the bias towards
the Pro-Abortion position was nearly five times that of the Pro-Life position.
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By contrast, primary images were almost entirely neutral (77) with the remaining 11 biased to
Pro-Abortion. Several stories use multiple images, so it was difficult to precisely compare across
stories. Overall, however, no significant bias in the use of images was observed.
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Comments From Advocates – News Articles

Advocates, MPs and commentators expressing a Pro-Abortion opinion were quoted significantly
more often than those voicing a Pro-Life opinion.
•

75 articles featured at least one quote from a Pro-Abortion position.

•

30 articles featured at least one quote from a Pro-Life position.

11 out of the 88 news stories reported neutrally on the facts without further elaboration, and
were excluded from the remainder of this analysis which focuses on third party commentary and
opinions about the court ruling. A further 30 stories quoted opinions from both sides of the issue,
although not always in a balanced manner.
Articles quoting those from a Pro-Abortion position were published more than twice as often as
those expressing Pro-Life sentiments, and on average they quoted more commentators. There
were 207 Pro-Abortion quotes across 75 stories compared to just 50 Pro-Life quotes across
30 stories.
[Coding quotes was a challenge since some politicians defined themselves Pro-Life privately but
had Pro-Abortion remarks attributed to them e.g. Leader of the National Party Christopher Luxon2
and Labour Cabinet Minister Nanaia Mahuta3.]
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In summary, significant bias was observed in both the number of stories that failed to quote a
Pro-Life opinion (47) and the serious weighting towards Pro-Abortion views apparent in some
stories. One story by Stuff quoted 10 Pro-Abortion opinions but not a single Pro-Life opinion.
Another, also by Stuff, quoted 17 Pro-Abortion opinions and one Pro-Life opinion.
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Overall News Articles Bias

The overall bias was a subjective score based on all the elements measured and reflected in the
indices we surveyed. For each article, the combined Pro-Abortion and Pro-Life scores totalled
100% (eg 100+0, 80+20, 50+50, etc.)
Across 77 news articles containing at least some commentary, 82% of the total content was ProAbortion and 18% of the total content was Pro-Life.

Overall bias score distribution for News Articles*
Pro-Abortion

Pro-Life

Overall Bias Score

Articles (Number)

Articles (Number)

100% Bias

44

2

90/70% Bias

13

1

60/40% Minimal Bias

5

1

50/50% No Bias

11

* There were 11 additional articles based on reported facts only without commentary
In summary, 50% of all news articles were entirely Pro-Abortion biased and made no
mention of Pro-Life opinions.
The observed bias across News Articles was 82% Pro-Abortion versus 18% Pro-Life.
This means stories were nearly 350% more biased towards the Pro-Abortion position.

Average News Bias

Pro-Abortion

Pro-Life

This significant amount of bias is based not only on the disproportionate coverage of Pro-Abortion
vs Pro-Life, but also the way concerns were addressed. Politicians who voiced their Pro-Life
views (e.g. National MP Simon O’Connor4) were regularly referred to with derogatory or
critical comments – a similar trend to what we observed in the ‘conversion therapy’ media
coverage analysis also.5
Eleven stories were evenly balanced and a further six stories were minimally biased (60/40%
either way). Consequently, 19% of stories might be considered fair coverage of both positions.
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Op-Eds

There were a significant number of Opinion Editorials (47) published regarding the Supreme Court
decision during the short two-week coverage period.
Much like the News Articles, a significant bias was observed across all Op-Eds.
61% of all Op-Eds were Pro-Abortion biased, with not a single Op-Ed presenting a Pro-Life
position.
The Op-Eds found to be neutral were mostly about how the National Party was handling the issue
of abortion, rather than an even-handed discussion about the merits or otherwise of the Supreme
Court decision.
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Outlet Bias

Of the major news media outlets who published five or more News Articles or Op-Eds, the newest
radio station in the media – Today FM – was the most biased outlet with a 100% Pro-Abortion
coverage of the issue. (Five of the eight articles were Opinion-Editorials.)
Excluding Today FM, every other major media outlet published an article on the Roe v Wade issue
averaging one a day for the coverage period, although Stuff and the NZ Herald were publishing
articles at two or more per day on average.
Of these other media outlets, Radio New Zealand was the most biased with 89% Pro-Abortion.
The NZ Herald was the least biased outlet, but still favoured the Pro-Abortion message 70% to 30%.

Outlet

Pro Abortion
Coverage

Pro Life Coverage

Number of Articles

Stuff

82%

18%

34

NZ Herald

70%

30%

30

Newshub

84%

16%

18

RNZ

89%

11%

14

TVNZ

83%

17%

13

It is worth noting that no individual journalist wrote more than three news articles in total on this
topic, so it was not meaningful to measure reporter bias.
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Conclusion

There can be no doubt that the Pro-Abortion position received a heavily biased share of the
media coverage during the period under investigation.
Of all the media reports published thus far (covering the 2020 referendums on euthanasia6 and
cannabis7, and the recent ‘conversion therapy’ debate8), this was the most biased coverage we
have observed.
A minority of stories featured a Pro-Life point of view, but even these were always
accompanied by Pro-Abortion perspectives.
By contrast, 44 news articles were exclusively Pro-Abortion in the opinions quoted.
The total bias of 82/18, although subjectively measured, is a deeply concerning observation.
Only 19% (17 stories) of News Articles could be considered balanced, with a further 11 stories
only reporting facts without further commentary or discussion. This means less than a third of
stories treated the issue with reasonable neutrality.
Whilst reviewers might dispute the scores assigned, readers cannot avoid the presence of the 44
News Articles (50% of all articles) that made no mention of the Pro-Life position.

82%
50%
61%

The average bias assigned to News Articles
was 82% Pro-Abortion to 18% Pro-Life. i.e.
Pro-Abortion news articles were about 350%
more biased on average.

44 News Articles (half of the total) were entirely
Pro-Abortion. Every Pro-Life News Article had a
Pro-Abortion opinion to counter.

of all Op-Eds were ProAbortion biased, with not
a single Op-Ed presenting
a Pro-Life position.

28%

of all headlines had
a Pro-Abortion Bias
versus 5% having a
Pro-Life bias.
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Additional Commentary
by Family First NZ

If you believed the messaging from the mainstream media, you would probably think that the
overwhelming majority of New Zealanders are supporters of abortion. But that is simply not true.
An independent poll of New Zealanders by Curia Market Research in 2018 found just half (52%)
say they generally support abortion and 29% oppose, with 19% unsure.9
But the polling also found significant support for greater time limits (restrictions) on abortion
than what was then the limit of 20 weeks under the old law (20+ weeks only for exceptional
circumstances) - including support for stricter time limits from those who generally support
abortion. There was an overwhelming rejection of any extension to the 20-week limit. The 2020
law has now extended this to 40 weeks subject to the approval of two abortion doctors!10
There was also strong support for legal safeguards such as a ban on sex selection, safeguards against
coercion, and parental notification for teen abortions. None of these provisions are in the new law.
A subsequent 2019 poll found strong support for the unborn child having human rights and being
legally protected once a heartbeat is detected (which can be between 6–12 weeks), and only a
small minority thinking that life doesn’t begin until the child is born.11
It should also be noted that 51 Members of Parliament from Labour, National and NZ First voted
against the new abortion law (68 MPs supported it).12
For this reason, the mainstream media should be presenting and actively seeking the views
of both sides of this ongoing contentious but important debate.

ADDENDUM
At time of finalising this report, a disturbing example of the media pushing a Pro-Abortion
narrative occurred.
Polling by Curia Market Research for the Taxpayers Union revealed that while support for
the National Party remained strong, support for leader Christopher Luxon had fallen slightly
(5.6%).13 Despite the week-long polling starting nine days after the Supreme Court decision,
both Stuff14 and the NZ Herald15 immediately attributed the drop in support solely to Luxon’s
“pro-life” view and “his mishandling of abortion politics”.
Yet, in terms of what issues respondents identified as
their major voting issues, abortion did not even make
the list. What did make the list was the cost of living,
economy, health, housing, poverty, law and order,
policies, environment, and COVID.
It was then revealed that the polling actually
showed that National’s support edged up
amongst women in July, and was higher than
the Labour government’s.16

NZ Herald
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

It appears that the earlier coverage and
headline was more about pushing a media
narrative rather than being based on an objective fact-based analysis of the polling.
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List of News Articles and Opinion Editorials
Date
2020
25 Jun

25 Jun

Author

Lucy Warhurst

Cherie Howie

25 Jun

25 Jun

Scott Palmer

25-Jun

Title of Article

URL

Newshub

Concern abortion in New
Zealand could be undermined by
US Supreme Court ruling

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
politics/2022/06/concern-abortion-innew-zealand-could-be-undermined-by-ussupreme-court-ruling.html

NZ Herald

Kiwi political parties slam US
Supreme Court Roe v Wade
abortion rights decision - except
National

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/kiwipolitical-parties-slam-us-supremecourt-roe-v-wade-abortion-rightsdecision-except-national-party/
WGTEJP6UHTGF57MVWMZ3PRV6LM/?c_
id=1&objectid=12533806&ref=rss

1News

'Not a NZ issue' - Luxon responds
to US abortion ruling

https://www.1news.co.nz/2022/06/25/nota-nz-issue-luxon-responds-to-us-abortionruling/

Newshub

Roe v Wade: Jacinda Ardern, New
Zealand politicians, celebrities
condemn US Supreme Court's
abortion decision

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
politics/2022/06/roe-v-wade-jacinda-ardernnew-zealand-politicians-celebrities-condemnus-supreme-court-s-abortion-decision.html

NZ Herald

Football star calls out men for
silence on abortion rights

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/sport/footballstar-calls-out-men-for-silence-on-abortionrights/GX3P27Y5BJ34QGMVTGYFHZ4BGI/

25 Jun

Terry Bellamak

Stuff

All the reasons why the overturn
of Roe v Wade is a travesty

https://www.stuff.co.nz/opinion/300621829/
all-the-reasons-why-the-overturn-of-roe-vwade-is-a-travesty?cid=app-iPhone

25 Jun

Anne Peterson

Stuff

Very sad day for our country': US
athletes react to Supreme Court's
Roe v Wade decision

https://www.stuff.co.nz/sport/women-insport/300621774/very-sad-day-for-ourcountry-us-athletes-react-to-supreme-courtsroe-v-wade-decision?cid=app-iPhone

25 Jun

Anne Branigin &
Samantha Chery

Stuff

US women of colour will be most
impacted by the end of Roe v
Wade, experts say

https://www.stuff.co.nz/world/uscanada/300621793/us-women-of-colour-willbe-most-impacted-by-the-end-of-roe-v-wadeexperts-say?cid=app-iPhone

25 Jun

Stuff

'A terrible tragedy for all of us':
Celebrities and politicians react
to the Supreme Court's abortion
ruling

https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/
celebrities/300621680/a-terrible-tragedy-forall-of-us-celebrities-and-politicians-react-tothe-supreme-courts-abortion-ruling?cid=appiPhone

25 Jun

1News

Biden vows abortion fight, takes
aim at 'extreme' court ruling

https://www.1news.co.nz/2022/06/25/bidenvows-abortion-fight-takes-aim-at-extremecourt-ruling/

TodayFM

PM reacts to US Roe v Wade
abortion ruling

https://www.todayfm.co.nz/home/
world/2022/06/pm-reacts-to-us-roe-v-wadeabortion-ruling.html

NZ Herald

US abortion debate delivers a
hornet's nest to National Party
leader Christopher Luxon

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/claire-trevettus-abortion-debate-delivers-a-hornets-nestto-national-party-leader-christopher-luxon/
RDM4UO2S5NMQWYGE3MVUMMFYOU/

Roe v Wade: National MP Simon
O'Connor removes Facebook post
after 'causing distress

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
politics/2022/06/roe-v-wade-national-mpsimon-o-connor-removes-facebook-postafter-causing-distress.html

25 Jun

26 Jun

Grace Cocker

Claire Trevett

26 Jun

Mark Quinlivan

Newshub

26 Jun

Phil Smith

RNZ

National MP removes post
following Roe v Wade decision

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/469788/
national-mp-removes-post-following-roe-vwade-decision

NZ Herald

Roe v Wade abortion ruling:
National MP Simon O'Connor
told to remove post

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/roev-wade-abortion-ruling-national-mpsimon-oconnor-told-to-remove-post/
SKTOYRXALSKIV74XJUDV373L3Q/

RNZ

Complacency is a greater danger
than undue alarm' - NZ abortion
advocate

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/469790/
complacency-is-a-greater-danger-than-unduealarm-nz-abortion-advocate

Stuff

US abortion ruling:Abortion
law would not be 'back on
the table'under a National
Government, Christopher Luxon

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/300622150/
us-abortion-ruling-abortion-law-wouldnot-be-back-on-the-table-under-a-nationalgovernment-christopher-luxon

26 Jun

26 Jun

26 Jun
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Media outlet

Claire Trevett

26 Jun

Jayden Holmes

Today FM

Roe vs Wade - 'Everyone who
believes in democracy is going to
see this is a terrible move'

https://www.todayfm.co.nz/home/
politics/2022/06/roe-vs-wade-everyone-whobelieves-in-democracy-is-going-to-see-this-isa-terrible-move.html

Deputy Prime Minister Grant
Robertson reacts to US Supreme
Court ruling, reveals he was
targeted by homophobic threat
at meeting

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/deputyprime-minister-grant-robertson-reacts-tous-supreme-court-ruling-reveals-he-wastargeted-by-homophobic-threat-at-meeting/
C6D6TSYHPXLFJOLNJTBDDCWZAY/

26 Jun

Lincoln Tan

NZ Herald

26 Jun

Karin Brulliard

Stuff

After the US Supreme Court
abortion ruling, Americans fear
what rights will go next

https://www.stuff.co.nz/world/uscanada/300622326/after-the-us-supremecourt-abortion-ruling-americans-fear-whatrights-will-go-next?cid=app-iPhone

26 Jun

Brad Callas

Stuff

Lizzo and Live Nation join forces
for $1.5 million donation to
planned parenthood

https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/
celebrities/300622026/lizzo-and-live-nationjoin-forces-for-15-million-donation-toplanned-parenthood?cid=app-iPhone

26 Jun

Anna BurnsFrancis

1News

Protesters from both sides of
abortion debate clash in US

https://www.1news.co.nz/2022/06/26/
protesters-from-both-sides-of-abortiondebate-clash-in-us/

Newshub

Roe v Wade: How political figures
reacted to US Supreme Court's
abortion decision

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
world/2022/06/roe-v-wade-how-politicalfigures-reacted-to-us-supreme-court-sabortion-decision.html

Newshub

Roe v Wade: New Zealandfounded Allbirds to cover cost
of US staff seeking an abortion
following Supreme Court ruling

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
world/2022/06/roe-v-wade-new-zealandfounded-allbirds-to-cover-cost-of-us-staffseeking-an-abortion-following-supreme-courtruling.html

NZ Herald

Roe v Wade tests Christopher
Luxon's leadership skills

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/
cecilia-robinson-roe-v-wade-testschristopher-luxons-leadership-skills/
CZUGR62WFMONBTDC6PMM65VL2Q/

America the leader of the free
world, huh? Not so much

https://www.todayfm.co.nz/home/
opinion/2022/06/rachel-smalley-america-theleader-of-the-free-world-huh-not-so-much.
html

26 Jun

26 Jun

27 Jun

Rachel Sadler

Cecilia Robinson

27 Jun

Rachel Smalley

Today FM

27 Jun

Jan Jordan

Newsroom

Roe v Wade: A patriarchal death
rattle?

https://www.newsroom.co.nz/ideasroom/roev-wade-a-patriarchal-death-rattle

27 Jun

Editorial

NZ Herald

Editorial: The Supreme Court
ruling and thinking about the
'unthinkable'

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/
editorial-the-supreme-court-rulingand-thinking-about-the-unthinkable/
VEGQJFOOPL2WC4IUK254CQRUQI/

Newshub

Grant Robertson accuses
Christopher Luxon of political
spin to hide real views on
abortion after Roe v Wade
overturned

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
politics/2022/06/grant-robertson-accuseschristopher-luxon-of-political-spin-to-hidereal-views-on-abortion-after-roe-v-wadeoverturned.html

NZ Herald

Roe v Wade abortion decision:
Former National MP Alfred Ngaro
criticises Christopher Luxon's
gagging order

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/roev-wade-abortion-decision-formernational-mp-alfred-ngaro-criticiseschristopher-luxons-gagging-order/
HB6B5FOKD22K67EIF53QNOMEZM/?c_
id=1&objectid=12534045&ref=rss

Newshub

Roe v Wade: New Conservative
candidate Dieuwe de Boer says
Handmaid's Tale Twitter post
was to mock 'feminist fantasy'

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/
politics/2022/06/roe-v-wade-newconservative-candidate-dieuwe-de-boer-sayshandmaid-s-tale-twitter-post-was-to-mockfeminist-fantasy.html

Acting PM takes aim at Nats over
abortion as he faces Mahuta
questions

https://www.1news.co.nz/2022/06/27/actingpm-takes-aim-at-nats-over-abortion-as-hefaces-mahuta-questions/

National MPs committed to not
changing abortion law, Luxon
says

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/political/469893/
national-mps-committed-to-not-changingabortion-law-luxon-says

HDPA: Luxon needs to wheel out
Simon O'Connor and make him
apologise

https://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/on-air/heatherdu-plessis-allan-drive/opinion/heather-duplessis-allan-luxon-needs-to-wheel-out-simonoconnor-and-make-him-apologise/

27 Jun

27 Jun

Ireland HendryTennent

Michael Neilson

27 Jun

27 Jun

Anna Whyte

1News

27 Jun

Craig McCulloch

RNZ

27 Jun

Heather du
Plessis-Allan

Newstalk ZB
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27 Jun

Bridie Witton

https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/
politics/129094954/grant-robertson-slamsnational-leader-christopher-luxons-abortionstance
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/
the-spinoff-roe-v-wade-if-you-wantto-channel-those-feelings-here-aresome-options-for-you/NLFLIZJKA34PDDCRVLKCPVFB5E/?c_
id=1&objectid=12534198&ref=rss

27 Jun

NZ Herald

The Spinoff

The Spinoff: Roe v Wade - If you
want to channel those feelings,
here are some options for you

27 Jun

Anna Whyte

1News

Nat MP could see abortion post
'was possibly insensitive' - Luxon

https://www.1news.co.nz/2022/06/27/natsmp-could-see-abortion-post-was-possiblyinsensitive-luxon/

NZ Herald

Roe v Wade: Ominous sentence
buried deep in US Supreme
Court's abortion ruling

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/roe-vwade-ominous-sentence-buried-deep-in-ussupreme-courts-abortion-ruling/6UJFUBQUAP
RYORZJEUBPLYAHIU/

27 Jun

27 Jun

Mikaela Wilkes

Stuff

Lorde hits out at US Supreme
Court during Glastonbury festival
performance

https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/
celebrities/129089004/lorde-hits-out-at-ussupreme-court-during-glastonbury-festivalperformance?cid=app-iPhone

27 Jun

Jocelyn Noveck

Stuff

A 'sucker punch': With Roe ruling,
some US women fear setback to
hard-won rights

https://www.stuff.co.nz/world/uscanada/300622717/a-sucker-punch-withroe-ruling-some-us-women-fear-setback-tohardwon-rights?cid=app-iPhone
https://www.stuff.co.nz/entertainment/bravo/
news/129088003/netflix-disney-and-morecompanies-vow-to-cover-travel-for-abortionsafter-overturn-of-roe-v-wade?cid=app-iPhone

27 Jun

Mike Vulpo

Stuff

Netflix, Disney and more
companies vow to cover travel
for abortions after overturn of
Roe V. Wade

27 Jun

Jill Colvin

Stuff

Donald Trump's legacy grows as
US Supreme Court overturns Roe
vs Wade

https://www.stuff.co.nz/world/uscanada/300622414/donald-trumps-legacygrows-as-us-supreme-court-overturns-roe-vswade?cid=app-iPhone

RNZ

'Denying control over our
bodies': Abortion ruling, antitrans laws top of mind during US
Pride events

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/world/469872/
denying-control-over-our-bodies-abortionruling-anti-trans-laws-top-of-mind-during-uspride-events

TodayFM

Tova O'Brien: Progress is not
supposed to take us backwards

https://www.todayfm.co.nz/home/
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US Governor Asa Hutchinson
defends abortion ban despite no
exemption for rape or incest
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Nanaia Mahuta under fire for
criticising Roe v Wade ruling
despite voting against NZ's
abortion reform
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America is no longer our shining
city on a hill
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Kate Hawkesby: Labour trying
to make the most out of Roe v
Wade debate
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Roe v Wade abortion decision:
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votes against reform
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wants abortion debate focus to
remain on health
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but abortion campaigners still
worried
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National’s Simon O'Connor says
Roe v Wade post was causing
'spiralling distress'
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Ex-senior Nat Amy Adams warns
caucus over abortion issue
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Editorial: How far will US abortion
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NZ health sector may see influx
of US doctors after abortion
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Supreme Court's abortion ruling
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Roe vs Wade: Anti-abortion
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Pink ditches fans who support
abortion ruling
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Roe v Wade: Talking about
abortion — diatribe or dialogue?
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Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern
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Thousands eye up move to New
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decision on abortion law
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order
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Supreme Court decision
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abortion reform
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Where do we draw the line at
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hypocritical even?
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ACT leader David Seymour
confident abortion laws won't
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Luxon’s dilemma: when politics
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Roe v Wade
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with any tweaking of legislation
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Fears private data to prosecute
those in US seeking abortions
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Simon O'Connor's abortion post
'gratuitous' - commentator
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Aotearoa must be vigilant after
Roe v Wade
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to criticise Luxon over Roe v
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States' Roe v Wade abortion law
U-turn
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Alabama tries to use US Supreme
Court abortion ruling to ban
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Biden slams US Supreme Court,
works to codify Roe v Wade
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Pro-choice protesters march on
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Florida, Kentucky judges block
states from enforcing abortion
bans
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Patrick Gower says National
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Court ruling
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KSCCG6P3VJF24FCW4AYZU3MDIY/

8 Jul

Renee Liang

Newsroom

Yes, Roe v Wade is about us – all
of us

https://www.newsroom.co.nz/renee-liang-yesroe-v-wade-is-about-us-all-of-us

NZ Herald

Jane Clifton: Christopher Luxon
was wrong to muzzle Simon
O'Connor over abortion stance

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/politics/
jane-clifton-christopher-luxon-was-wrong-tomuzzle-simon-oconnor-over-abortion-stance/
J67OX67JCUJ3MT5FJDTSU5WXW4/

NZ Herald

Diana Wichtel: Cost of living high
and it just got higher for women
after Roe v Wade overturned

https://www.nzherald.co.nz/lifestyle/
diana-wichtel-cost-of-living-highand-it-just-got-higher-for-womenafter-roe-v-wade-overturned/
V6KOQUQ7RBR5KKTFOFSWUCTS5U/

8 Jul

9 Jul

Jane Clifton

Diana Wichtel
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